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FARNAIR introduces new Visual System on ATR Full Flight Simulator
The Visual System on the ATR 42-300/72-500 Full Flight Simulator was replaced, further improving
the training quality of the FARNAIR Training Centre in Neusiedl near Vienna.
Featuring the latest visual system technology, the presentation of airports, the landscapes and the
weather phenomena by the Simulator is of the highest realism levels available today. Furthermore the
new system allows the correct presentation of all airports with a high degree of accuracy.
With its advanced Visual System, FARNAIR is able to provide customers with the best simulator available
on the market today, offering the highest realism in all aspects of training. A short video demonstrates the
capabilities of the simulator producing very realistic training environments including all kinds of different
icing situations. It offers more than 400 malfunction possibilities, some of which are not available on any
other ATR simulator worldwide.
Integrated into the simulation system is the possibility to create lesson plans at any location and to upload
them via the internet directly into the simulator. This guarantees a standardisation of the training within
the airline and again improves the quality of the pilots. Together with the simulator, a fully online Multi
Media Based Training (MBT) for the ATR 42-300 and the 72-500 is being offered to complement and
enhance the overall training experience.
FARNAIR Training video www.farnairtraining.com

Further ATR Training products available:
ATR Type Ratings or Re-current Trainings
Full online CBT with 60 hours content including performance, mass&balance, limitations
Free Demo: http://www.infowerk.at/media/swf/Demos_Aviation/ATR/html/
ATR Winter Operations
Full online CBT for ATR Cold Weather Operations, includes a generic and an ATR specific part.
Free Demo: http://lms2.infowerk.at/Data/www_demos/WO_ATR/html/
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FARNAIR Training GmbH, Ludwig Boltzmannstrasse 2, 7100 Neusiedl am See, Austria

FARNAIR Europe – Committed to Quality – www.farnair.com
For over 25 years FARNAIR has been at the forefront in the field of European express air cargo transport
and logistics. Headquartered in Allschwil, in close proximity to Basel EuroAirport, the FARNAIR team with
expertise in various domains, meticulously caters to the client needs. Its primary freighter activities
include operating network feeder services for integrator and third party logistics industries. These
operations are well complemented by ad-hoc charters for manufacturers and freight forwarders, where
immediate launch is often required. FARNAIR`s passenger activities include supplying aircraft to
governmental and relief agencies, ACMI services for regional airlines and charter flights for the events
industry. All services are bundled under the widely-recognised FARNAIR Europe trademark.

FARNAIR Training GmbH – We love to train you – www.farnair.com
Farnair Training GmbH was founded in 2010 in Neusiedl am See, Austria, as a subsidiary of Farnair
Switzerland AG. Since September 2012, Farnair Training operates a state of the art Full Flight Simulator
for the ATR range of aircraft and offers comprehensive crew training to other airlines, in addition to its
own pilots. The training programs include full Type Ratings for ATR aircraft and instructor courses. The
TRTO effectively leverages modern infrastructure and highly sophisticated training aids, such as
Multimedia Based Trainings, that have been developed with specialised partners, to significantly enhance
the overall training experience. Another noteworthy aspect that differentiates Farnair Training is that the
training program is based on the vast expertise of its instructors and managing personnel and in-house
experience gained during the daily operation of the aircraft of Farnair Switzerland. The results are better
trained and more praxis orientated pilots. Farnair Training is continuously developing more innovative
training aids and is investing into research and development in this field to take pilot training a step
towards the future.
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